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jpgQ: What are the differences between Spring Data repositories and JPA repositories? Are Spring Data repositories simply
JPA repositories? Or are there other things that Spring Data does that are different than JPA repositories? A: Yes they are JPA
repositories and they implement the same interface. @Repository interface CustomerRepository extends JpaRepository { }
From the Spring data docs: The @Repository annotation was designed to allow application programmers to easily and
automatically use Spring’s data access framework throughout their domain classes. Spring Data does not force the application
programmer to adopt any specific data access strategy, it is up to them to decide what makes the most sense for their
application. Annotations and their semantics is different, as such it doesn't make sense to compare the two. It's just like
comparing JSON and XML. Both can be parsed, but comparing the semantics of JSON and XML doesn't make sense. /*
Copyright (C) 2014 Joel Rosdahl This file is part of NIT ( ). This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of
the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General
Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,
Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA. */ #import "ZombieDelegate.h" #import "ZombieMealer.h" #import "Zombie.h" #import
"Zombie.public.h" #import "Zombie.i" @implementation ZombieDelegate #pragma mark - Code + (id) newZombieDelegate {
return [ 82157476af
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